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Fear 
 
Fear! The master of the masters 
Guiding force of all to both humans and non-humans 
Draws the attention to all 
Derives peace and order 
Cultivates the sense of duty and responsibility 
Maintains law and order even in chaos 
Activates discipline even to the beasts 
Discourages criminals to commit crime 
Keeps in morality, ethics, sinless, harmonious and prosperous 
Draws nervousness, depression and insanity if it is too much 
Harmful if too extreme, but meaningful if it functions in limits 
Comes from the inner part of heart and appears in the appearance 
Outcome of consciousness and knowledge 
Beautiful and creative in its positive form 
Harmful, worthless in the negative appearance 
Law of the laws functioning in creative perspective 
Law of violence, horror, terror, sin, crime, and murder in destructive form 
Beautiful and creative if properly dealt with 
Mother of creation of all the 21th century  
Stone age in the absence of its function 
Source of world war in extreme form 
Solution of all the obstacles in its medium use 
Boon to life in medium exercise 
Curse of all in the exercise of extreme  
Welcome to positive- medium use of fear 
Farewell to negative extreme form of fear 
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Fear Politics 
 
Politics as a social science leads the nation 
Lurks the fear in politics in invisible for 
Fear of rivals in the heart of all politicians 
Fear with respect to one another praiseworthy 
Fear with hatred as compared to uncultured and disgusting 
Uncultured fear in politics begets violence  
Cultured one as peace and harmony, progress and prosperity with joy 
Fear politics in limitation as essential to the world as the heart of humans 
Cultured, fearless politics resides with Biswa Prakash Sharma of Nepal 
Fear Politics detrimental and ups and down in the social peace 
Fearlessness derives boom with the sense of security 
Fearless politics requires to the world to avoid war 
Politics as a science of all sciences dwells at the top of all discoveries 
Fear in politics resulted the annihilation of resources and humans in the 1st and 2nd world war 
Politics with fear contaminates everything of the globe 
Bombs and missiles of little boy and fat man of Hiroshima and Nagasaki the consequence of 
fear politics 
Humanity and cosmopolitans vanishes in fear politics  
The human world turns into inhuman with the fear  
Dreams of political philosophers of ideal states die only in dream 
The planet, earth, suffers and feels agony with chemical weapons in fear politics 
Fear as a root of all evils pollutes the minds of world politicians 
What do polluted and unhealthy minds offer to the world? 
Nothing but mutilation of beauty of nature and harmonious life cycle of all the living creatures 
of the planet 
If so, why not to impose the principle of positive fear in their minds to create fearless world? 
Cannot the fear politics be converted into fearlessness in the entire globe? 
Of course- but the world politicians need to change the minds to be unselfish, with mutual faith 
to one another and positive thought of fearlessness 
Let the fearlessness be friend of the world politicians 
Let the seeds of fearlessness politics be sawn in the entire globe 
Let the negative principle of fear vanish in the minds of all politicians forever  
Let them regard negative fear as the enemy of the humanity 
Let never the negative fear lurk in the world politics 
Let positive and creative fear circulate in the blood of all human 
Let the fearlessness rule the world 
Let this planet, Earth, be like a heaven with the doctrine of fearlessness 
Let never be the word humanity only in the dictionary 
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Let the world be like one nation with the rule of fearlessness 
Let the feelings of brotherhood and sisterhood prevail in the absence of fear 
Let the world be united to establish the rule of fearlessness 
Let the voice of fearlessness and trust come from all the mole hills, hills, and peaks of 
mountains in the entire globe 
Let fearless be the soul of all individuals of the world 
Let fearless work to ban the fearful chemical weapons and missiles 
Long live fearlessness! Long live the planet Earth and all other living creatures who share the 
earth with us  

 
 


